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Biomedical data explosion

Papers are getting longer!

Genetic data explosion
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Biomedical data explosion
More health data are getting collected over time

Summary of Finnish 

registry data output per 

day since 1960 in 

181,821 individuals 

from Finngen.



Biomedical data explosion
Virtually everyone has been in contact with the healthcare 

Mean and median number of primary diagnoses (ICD 

codes) and medications (ATC codes) per individual by 

age group, obtained from national registries

% of individuals with no diagnoses or 

medications in the national registries, by age 

group



Biomedical data explosion
How do we make sense of this data?

Option 1: we ask one research question



Biomedical data explosion
How do we make sense of this data?

Option 1: we ask one research question

Advantages of this approach:

- Clear research question

- Methods tailored to the research questions: more robust results

Disadvantages of this approach:

- Same data would have allowed to answer many more questions

- Few high profile papers, many low profile papers



Biomedical data explosion
How do we make sense of this data?

Option 2: we create a platform that allows to answer many research questions  

Advantages of this approach:

- Increase utilization of data

- Increase scientific outputs

- Break silos and privileges 

Disadvantages of this approach:

- Methods needs to be general, rather than question-specific



Study predictors of mortality in a large contemporary prospective 

population-based study

Develop and validate a prediction score for five-year mortality 

using only self-reported information

655 potential predictors

8,532 deaths within a median follow-up of 5 years

 supplementary tables with > 9000 rows

Answering many questions and sharing data





Answering many questions and sharing data

A GWAS OF ALL PHENOTYPES IN UK BIOBANK



Copious thanks to Millard LAC, Davies NM, Gaunt TR, Davey Smith G, Tilling K. PHESANT: 

a tool for performing automated phenome scans in UK Biobank. bioRxiv (2017)

How to define 1000’s of phenotypes ?



Last fall, the Neale lab…

GWASed 2,419 phenotypes

Blogged about it

Put them on dropbox

And people made browsers

Estimated h2 for all of them

Made an h2 browser

Blogged about that too

Nealelab.is/blog

GWAS of everything



Biomedical data explosion
Answering many questions and sharing data

@SbotGwa



How to allow meaningful and safe 
exploration of health registry data to 
inform doctors and patients about 

disease risk?



Eurobarometer: 

Attitudes towards the 

impact of digitization 

and automation on 

daily life



First, we need to define “diseases” from registry data

Definition of consistent (and possibly validated) disease endpoint

https://www.caliberresearch.org/portal



First, we need to define “diseases” from registry data

The Finnish approach

Clinical experts defined 3,948 disease endpoints. An example:



Second, we need to report the results in a digestible way



The FinRegistry project

Markus Perola



The FinRegistry project



The FinRegistry project



The FinRegistry project



Predict diseases at nation-wide level

Expand recurrent neural networks to 

survival data and familial risk 

Mattia Cordioli

Pekka Marttinen
Sakari jukarainen



Deep learning vs biostatistics

Time-varying covariate Cox-model
- Advantage: Estimate effect of covariates in Hazard ratio terms, take 

censoring into account
- Disadvantage: not scalable, difficult to model multiple subsequent events

A

Multi-state models
- Advantage: Allow to calculate absolute risks for each possible transition probability
- Disadvantage: Markovian assumption, not scalable 

B

C Landmarking
- Advantage: more scalable, because fixed-effect Cox model
- Disadvantage: not clear how to extensively model multiples subsequent 

events

Modelling association between diseases



Deep learning vs biostatistics

Recurrent neural networks
- Advantage: Scalable
- Disadvantage: Parameter interpretation, computational expensive for long 

sequences, does not model censoring

time

Disease 1 Disease 2Disease 3 Disease 4

Likelihood function

Observed outcome Excepted 

outcome

Weights ~ transition 

probabilities

Transformed input

It is possible to use Cox model 

as likelihood function

Deep learning vs biostatisticsRecurrent neural networks



Considering health-trajectories can improve prediction of 
myocardial infraction

Promising results in UK Biobank

Predicting first 

myocardial 

infarction event (10 

year follow-up)



Report interpretable disease associations to clinicians and 
patients

30 years old, with breast cancer, what’s the risk of developing cardiovascular disease in the next 10 years?

Sakari jukarainen



Conclusions

 Time for epidemiology to change and learn from human genetics

• Scale the analyses: Ask many questions

• Share the results 

 We need a national coordinated effort to extract ”disease” definitions from health 

registries

 Current access procedures for registry data are not up to speed with changes in 

how we 

• Need for collaborative partnership between researchers and registries 

authorities

• Need to create a repository of shared meta-data


